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INTRODUCTION
What is a Psyker?

A Psyker is a perpetual Student of the Occult
Mysteries and wielder of all the powers found
in all magickal systems. Psykers utilize Elements to interface with Phenomenal Reality.
An accomplished Psyker has their own Corporeal Dimension, can travel the various Planes
of Reality (collectively known as the
Metaverse) and is accomplished in many
Magickal Systems.
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To a Psyker, the very fundamental Laws of
Nature can be manipulated with the power of
Will. Indeed, Psykers are cognizant of the fact
that the very Universe they dwell within was
created with the Power of Will. Whereas others may contend this is impossible, Psykers
have perceived that this is so. This Perception
is that of Truth. A Psyker does not believe
with heart or reason of mind, but is capable of
Gleaning the Element of Truth and ascertaining what is Fact and Fiction.
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SOURCE

MORDIM

Source Existence, Prime, is Multiplicity in
One. It is the consciousness of Cause-less
Cause. This one Power thrilling throughout
the Metaverse is accessible to all and is the
Source of all Energy in the Metaverse. Indeed,
it is the source of all things in the Metaverse.

Pronounced Moor deem, Mo’or deem, Moor
dim, or, Mo’or dim, Mordim is the Sphere of
Reality in which many Sentient Beings live
out their Existence. Mordim is not only the
Sphere of Reality, but also the Tao, the Kether
Sephirah or the Prime Sphere in action.

Every Psyking, every Psionic Action, every
Magickal Spell, requires Fuel for it to have a
Proper Motion in Mordim. This fuel, Psy, is
acquired by Will alone (it is also known as
Quintessence in other Magickal systems). Although Incantations, Gestures and other kin
rituals may tap into this endless reserve of Energy, of Source, Will is the means in which the
Psyker acquires, stores and uses Psy.

Whereas the Prime Sphere is that of all Elements which are in Potential, Mordim is that
of existent Elements in action. Every Element, unless residing within the Domain of Inactivity, or Archetype, plays out in Mordim. If
an Element exists in the Domain of Inactivity,
or Archetype, it can be found within the Prime
Sphere.

To tap into this Source of Endless Energy, realize the Plane of Limitless Energy is all
around you and beyond. It is personally
yours. It exists invisibly, in parallel.

To attain to understanding of Mordim, focus
on Prime (also known as Ascension Meditation—covered later in this Journal). Note that
focusing on Prime does everything in a Timeframe unique to each Psyker.
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SHA GHADEL
Ghadels are Sacred, Mystic Fires that Burn
with Radiance from the First of the Infinite
Spheres: Prime, the Source. Once the Sha
Ghadel is Invoked, it will Forever Burn from
the Being. It is, in essence, the Power of the
Avatar, working its way from Prime to
Mordim by way of the Infinite Channels.
Thus, the Sha Ghadel is purging the body of
everything Bad, everything which is the Element Ruin. As the Ghadel burns, it will do all,
but not limited to: Purify the Chakras, Nadis,
Sephers, Paths, Gates, Physical Body (Disease
and Illness), purify the numerous Psychic
Bodies, strengthen the Will of the Psyker,
strengthen the Psychic Bodies, expand the
Consciousness, awaken the Kundalini, awaken
the Psychic Centers and bring them into Harmony with each other, strengthen the Expressions of the Infinite Spheres, evolve the
Psyker into a Quantum Being. Indeed, the Sha
Ghadel will do much more. A Psyker can Add,

Infinitely, to the Sha Ghadel and have it do
whatever the Psyker wants it to do. Visualizing the Sha Ghadel is not necessary (unless it
helps one Focus). Does one need to Visualize
a Flame burning from a Lighter for it to work?
No. Simply focus the Ghadel into existence
from the dormancy of your Immortal Soul and
it will begin to burn whether you are aware of
it or not. The color of the Ghadel is a combination of all Known and Unknown Colors.
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RUIN

HOLY

Ruin is that Element which has Suffused
Mordim to a Horrendous Degree. Of the
Earth Plane in which I live, Ruin manifests as
poverty, homelessness, wild aggression and all
manner of illnesses, diseases, et cetera. To
abolish Ruin, simply use your Will. It will
take days, months or years dependant upon
your personal circumstances as everyone is
unique and different. For example, it might
take one a few hours of Meditation to rid oneself of a Cancer whereas it might take another
many months or years. Again, everyone is
unique and circumstances vary. For example,
ones Illness could be reoccurring because of a
persistent stream of Wicked Will from a
Wicked God or Wicked Psyker.

Holy is that Element which has its Eternal Existence within Prime, the Source. Holy, when
Invoked, brings endless Bliss, Peace, Harmony and Love. Once invoked, Holy will continually and persistently begin the Process of
Suffusing Mordim with Divine Light and
Healing Energy to abolish the wicked Element
Ruin.

Ruin is not only affecting your life but the
lives of everyone around you. Even the Divine
works day by day to abolish Ruin from the
Metaverse.

When a Psyker abolishes Ruin, s/he/it is also
calling the Element of Holy into play. Holy is
under the jurisdiction of the Godhead, which
is in turn under the dominion of God or Prime.
Abolish Ruin and perfect Mordim. This will
Perfect ones life, if there is enough Time.
Remember that wielding Elements takes time.
Unless, of course, you are an Exception to the
Rule. I know some who have abolished Ruin
from their being completely in a matter of
days, whereas others took years to do so.
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LEGION

MEDITATION

It is important to Understand all constituents
of the Legion Arcana (Arioth Legion). Bring
your servitors into Completion (see Root of
Fire Arcana), their power into Completion and
their purpose into Completion. This will in
turn affect every single aspect of your life. Let
your Servitors be reflections of the Avatar in
Knowledge, Power, Action and All Elements
in Concert.

It is important to Understand all constituents
of Meditation is a key to endless Evolution,
Heightened Awareness and Power. I will teach
Meditation on Source here, that as practiced
by Acolytes of the Sacred Name of the Order
of Prime.

See Ritual Legion for a means of creating
your Eternal Hierarchy. Keyword Psyker on
the Archon Metanet.
Do not forget to invoke Legion beyond the
Unconcealed Emanations.

Ascension Meditation is Meditation on
Source. It is accomplished by focusing on a
basketball sized Orb of Brilliance posited several inches above the Cranium. There is no
need to Express the Visual Mind, unless it
helps. Instead, simply focus. Within months of
daily Meditation, one will begin the gradual
attainment to the first of infinite Spheres:
Prime, the Alpha and the Omega. When you
truly get there, you will know it for what it is.

